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Gold Certificate Industry 4.0 for Sulzer’s BLUE BOXTM
Sulzer’s BLUE BOX™ IoT Advanced Analytics has won the Gold Certificate Industry
4.0 at the Swiss Digital Economy Awards in the category Highest Digital Quality. BLUE
BOX uses existing pump data to cut costs in pump operation and maintenance
considerably.
The Swiss Digital Economy Awards are presented by the industry association SwissICT, the
Association of Swiss Internet Companies Simsa and the specialist publisher Netzmedien.
The certificate honors outstanding achievements in information and communication
technologies. At this year’s awards 19 finalists from a range of industrial and commercial
businesses competed for the honors in four categories. Each finalist has been scrutinized by
a panel of industry experts. The judging panel explained Sulzer’s nomination: “The innovative
integration of IoT (Internet of Things) into an existing productive environment and, thus, the
optimal use of IoT convinced the jury. An existing value chain has been equipped with IoT
solutions and offers a high customer added value. The selected combination of technical,
procedural and people quality is a shining example of a high maturity in the development
process based on the chosen MVP (minimum viable product) approach up to the marketable
product.”
The BLUE BOX™ by Sulzer is a set of smart software services leveraging the Internet of
Things for asset optimization and real-time predictive maintenance. Using Sulzer’s Advanced
Analytics Engine, BLUE BOX encompasses the capabilities of data capture, integration,
visualization and big data analytics tied together for the explicit purpose of improving the
reliability, efficiency and performance of physical assets. BLUE BOX also includes the
concepts of condition monitoring, predictive forecasting and real-time actionable insights
through remote process transparency. All data analysis components including data modeling,
real-time predictive analytics and machine learning are performed in the Sulzer secure cloud
platform. Further, this cloud-based solution simplifies regulatory compliance with a minimal IT
footprint and was designed to be easily scalable.
In the oil and gas industry for example, operators face three main challenges. Reliability:
Case studies revealed annual unplanned outage costs of up to USD 40 million. BLUE BOX
strives for cutting these costs by 25%. Efficiency: Large pipeline Operators can pay annual
energy bills of USD 50 million to more than USD 100 million. The ambition of BLUE BOX is
to save 5% – recurring every year. Performance: Operators want to best leverage existing
assets. As needed, BLUE BOX helps to free up throughput worth another USD 10 million
annually for a typical pipeline company assuming a 5% capacity increase at an annual
revenue of USD 200 million.
Marc Heggemann, Head of Group Commercial Digital Solutions, said: “What makes BLUE
BOX unique is its minimal digital footprint and secure connection to process data that can be
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gathered without the need for additional hardware. Combined with our expertise in pump
manufacturing and maintenance, this cutting-edge data analysis tool can deliver long-term
improvements and cost reductions.”

Sulzer's core strengths are flow control and applicators. We specialize in pumping solutions and services for
rotating equipment, as well as separation, mixing and application technology. Our customers benefit from a
network of over 180 production and service sites around the world. Sulzer has been headquartered in Winterthur,
Switzerland, since 1834. In 2017, we achieved sales of roughly CHF 3 billion with around 14'700 employees. Our
shares are traded on the SIX Swiss Exchange (SIX: SUN). www.sulzer.com
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This document may contain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, projections of financial
developments, market activity, or future performance of products and solutions containing risks and uncertainties.
These forward-looking statements are subject to change based on known or unknown risks and various other
factors that could cause actual results or performance to differ materially from the statements made herein.
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